NOTIFICATION

Decentralization of certificate issuance of Course on Computer Concepts (CCC)/Basic Computer Course (BCC) amongst all NIELIT Centres

With the approval of competent authority, the process of certificate issuance (Provisonal/Final/Reissuance) to successful candidates in respect of Course on Computer Concepts (CCC) and Basic Computer Course (BCC) is to be decentralized amongst all NIELIT centres w.e.f. March 2012 Exam for CCC and August 2012 Exam for BCC. The blank pre-printed certificates will be provided by Headquarters to NIELIT centres for the purpose.

The certificates will be issued based on the list provided by the Headquarters and SOP for the process must be meticulously followed. The first batch of blank pre-printed certificates will be handed over during training at Headquarters on 25/10/2012 and 26/10/2012.
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